
The 3rd Round of the 10 Rater Interclub competition was held on July 12th at Walka Water 

Works, the home waters of the Southern Cross Model Yacht Club, Maitland. 

This year the weather gods did it again with (surprisingly for Maitland in July) a forecast of NW to Westerlies of 25 – 

40 kph in the morning strengthening to a possible 60 kph in the afternoon. And don’t forget the forecast rain. 

The Club wishes to thank the visiting clubs: 

Kogarah Bay Radio Yacht Club 

Northern Mariners 

Lake Macquarie 

Forster / Tuncurry 

 

We had 18 registered for the event, and with the forecast as it was, were not surprised that some of those who had 

the furthest to travel - from KOONAWARRA BAY SAILING CLUB and FORSTER/TUNCURRY RADIO YACHT CLUB decided 

not to come. 

11 skippers decided to brave the day and start. Who says radio yacht racers are mad!  

C, D and E rigs were the hallmark of the day, with regular checking of the anemometer to check the gusts. The 

maximum I recorded was in the high 40 KPH range. 

 As PRO for the event, there were few disputed calls on such a demanding day and these were actioned through 

penalties taken on the water. The sailing was fair and enjoyed by those who participated on the day. 

At the end there were still 4 boats sailing – attrition from not enough rigs, torn sails, water in the radio gear, bent 

rudder meant that skippers had to withdraw from the sailing. 

The rain stayed away, but the wind carried the cold. 

The placings were: 

 

Club rankings for the day were 

 

Southern Cross  15  points 

Lake Macquarie  20  points 

Northern Mariners 25  points 

Kogarah Bay  29  points 

Forster-Tuncurry 30 points 



 

We look forward to hosting this round of the 10r Interclub again next year. 

 

Paul Godwin 

President, Southern Cross Model Yacht Club 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 


